
Chloe Luif (9)
"Sports are really
good for my
fitness and you
get to work as a
team which is
useful in and out
of sports."

Deianna Garcia (9)
"I like to be a good
roll model for
sportsmanship. I love
my teammates. I
hope to play
throughout high
school."

RIGHT  Chloe Luif (9) competes at
Monument Valley Park in a Cross Country

meet.

MIDDLE Chloe Luif (9) swims the butterfly
in a 200 Individual Medley

BELOW Deianna Garcia (9) catches the
ball as the batter struck out.

ABOVE Dayshanay Bruner (11) charged her opponent, cut back to the 3
point line, pivoted and sunk the 3 point shot.

CENTER ABOVE Ahmahnney Sago (12) watches from the outfield as the ball
she threw is caught by the catcher and used to tag the runner out.

RIGHT BELOW Anjaloe Morasky Vigil
(10) waits to hear the whistle from the

referee as he pins his opponents
shoulders to the mat.

CENTER BELOW Dehzi Davila (10) rolls his opponent to his
back, while pinning his arms, for a win.

RIGHT ABOVE Zen Groves (10) has possession of the ball
and is running towards the opposing sides end of the field.

STUDENTS
REPRESENT

AS A
PHOENIX
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Athletes are always pushing and challenging
themselves. Those at Odyssey add academics and
transportation to their challenge list. Our athletes
are taking advanced classes as well as college
classes, along with trying to keep a training and
competition schedule for their sport.

The students were able to compete in a variety of
sports and some even competed in multiple seasons
throughout the year. Each student maintained the
focus as well as the determination to reach their
goals in and out of the classrooms.

TOP 10 Rituals:
1. Pasta Meal Pre-Game
2. Team Cheer
3. Tap the Team Slogan on the way
to the Field.
4. Must bring the Team Mascot for
good luck.
5. Hair must be braided for luck.
6. Same socks - no washing
7. Jersey's - can't wash it all season.
8. Pep talk at half time
9. Team Circle
10. Music is a must!

LEFT Robert Turman (9) moves in for a header to pass
the ball to Dylan Dooyema (Coronado High School).

EXPECT
TO
DOMINATE
ODYSSEY STUDENTS PLAY FOR
OTHER SCHOOLS IN THEIR SPORT
OF CHOICE

LEFT Aiden Bennett (10) remains focused on the goal after
throwing the ball in from the sidelines of the soccer field.

LEFT Eva Courtney (9)
Eva had the opportunity to
cheer for the Doherty High

School teams throughout
the year.

Zen Groves (10)
"I enjoy the game of

Football in general. The
team is like a

brotherhood that grows
over time. You can trust

the other players."

Anjaloe Morasky Vigil (10)
"Sports help me maintain all
around physical and mental
health. I hope to continue

sports throughout my lifetime
career."

Dehzi Davila (10)
"I love wrestling. It is a lot
of fun and a lot of hard
work. There is a lot of

emotion."

Robert Turman (9)
"I feel like playing sports

is good for my health and
I have a passion for it. I

hope to play soccer
professionally overseas."

WHAT DO
YOU THINK?
Athletes will often play a
sport because they are
good at it. However,
Odyssey athletes play their
sport for many reasons.

The challenge they face, in
addition to the sport itself,
includes transportation and
scheduling at a school
outside of their high school.
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